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Abstract—We describe an inductive procedure for
automatically parsing syllable sequences in speech annotations
into Time Groups (TGs) based on deceleration and acceleration
measures, rather than predefined units from the prosodic
hierarchy. The effect of different minimal duration difference
thresholds (MDDTs) on the size and relation of these TGs to
different grammatical units, e.g. ‘word’, ‘phrase’, ‘sentence’, is
examined. The relative syllable isochrony in TGs is also
determined with the nPVI measure. We found several non-trivial
effects, demonstrating the plausibility of the methodology: (a) a
stepwise, non-continuous relation between MDDT increases and
number of induced TGs; (b) correspondence of induced TGs to
sizes and ranks of grammatical units; (c) better correspondence
with shorter phrasal units in the acceleration condition and
longer discourse units in the deceleration condition;
(d) comparability of relative isochrony using syllabic nPVI with
the vocalic nPVI results from previous studies.
Keywords—Mandarin; speech timing; Time Group; rhythm;
acceleration; deceleration; relative isochrony

I. INTRODUCTION
Speech timing has been extensively studied in several
disciplines, including phonetics and experimental phonology,
speech engineering, psychoacoustics and psycholinguistics,
and the sociolinguistics of discourse. The present study
combines linguistic phonetic and computational methods in
designing an inductive procedure for the automatic parsing of
syllable sequences, Time Groups (TGs), in speech
annotations. The procedure is implemented with a novel
interactive web tool, the Time Group Analyzer (TGA),
designed for linguistically oriented phonetic analysis across
languages, with a view to applications in areas such as
language testing and speech synthesis.
Analysis proceeds inductively from the syllable stream in
the annotations without assumptions about phonological
‘foot’ or ‘phrase’ units. The criteria for sequence
identification are deceleration (consistent slowing down;
longest last; positive duration slope) and acceleration
(speeding up; longest first; negative duration slope), a
technique originally used in [1] (for pitch patterning, not
syllable durations). Minimum Duration Difference Thresholds
(MDDTs) are used to determine the minimal absolute
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duration difference which counts as a difference for purposes
of TG parsing. The primary objective is to find TGs which
relate to language categories: analysis results are compared
with grammatical categories, and the dependence of TG
parses on the MDDT, and of the size of associated
grammatical units on the size of TGs, are investigated.
The analysis procedure also applies the nPVI measure of
variability and ‘evenness’ of duration or relative isochrony to
syllable sequences in TGs. Relative isochrony is a necessary
(but not sufficient) criterion for rhythmic timing. However,
the study is not directly concerned with speech rhythm as
such; there are too many unresolved issues in this field to
attempt full rhythm modelling, and distinctions between
relative syllable and stress/foot isochrony [2] have turned out
to be too simple or to rely on prior assumptions about
linguistic structure (cf. critique and modifications in [3], [4],
[5]): (a) overgeneralisation from specific speech styles to
entire languages; (b) incorrect assumption that rhythm
patterns are binary; (c) lack of consideration of
interdependencies with segmental phonetic, pitch variation
and higher level linguistic factors; (d) use of global variation
metrics such as standard deviation, consonant-vowel timing
ratios [6] or the normalised Pairwise Variability Index (nPVI)
[7], which ignore essential local rhythmic properties such as
alternation [8] and iteration or oscillation (as isochronous
iteration) [9], though they are useful for modelling global
relative isochrony. Overviews of these issues are given by
[10], [11] and [12].
In the following section the choice of the read-aloud
narrative genre is justified and the Mandarin data are
characterised. In Section 3 the criteria for TG identification
are discussed and the differential model of timing patterns in
terms of acceleration and deceleration is defined. Section 4 is
concerned with the results of processing the data with the
TGA. In Section 5 the implications of the results for
identifying linguistic constituents using TGs derived from the
differential model are discussed. In Section 6, the final
section, prospects for further research and application are
outlined.

II. MANDARIN DATA AND ANNOTATION
The present study is concerned with timing in Mandarin
Chinese. Timing is influenced by many phonetic factors, such
as prosody and rhythm, syntax and semantics, including the
linguistic prosodic hierarchy and deep semantic hierarchies
(see Fig. 1). Mandarin Chinese has sometimes been classified
as a syllabic language with reference to orthography,
morphology, syllabic lexical tone and speech timing. In
addition to factors involved in stress-intonation languages
such as English, Mandarin also has tone as a syllable timing
factor, with tone 3 (falling-rising) being tendentially longer
than tones 1, 2 and 4.

The production task is the reading of a well-known
coherent story, the classic Aesop fable and IPA standard text
‘The North Wind and the Sun’, in Mandarin translation, with
no specific preparation or practice. Data from productions of
ten speakers are used, five male and five female and the
speakers are native Beijing Mandarin speakers. The data are
from the CASS corpus [16].
The recordings were annotated at the syllable level using
the Praat speech workbench [17]. Mandarin syllable structure
is (O)(G)V(N), (Obstruent, Glide, Vowel, Nasal), traditionally
represented as a binary structure, either O+GVN or OG+VN.
Syllable boundaries were identified as follows: (1) utterance
initial voiceless obstruents were assigned a 50ms closure; (2)
in adjacent syllables ...V+V … a perceptual criterion is used;
(3) if adjacent V are identical, or if a sequence Nasal+Nasal
occurs, each segment is assigned 50% of the combined
duration.
The syllable tier time stamps and text in Praat TextGrid
attribute-value format are automatically converted by the
TGA into fixed-position tabular CSV vector format with the
syllable record structure quadruple <start, end, duration,
label> for further processing (timestamps re-formatted to ms),
e.g. the Praat format

Fig. 1. Factors in duration patterning.

In [13] 190 million Chinese syllables were analysed in
different phonetic contexts, with the result that prosodic
boundaries, syllable structure, tones and location in words can
influence syllable timing. The role of the hierarchical
organisation of multiple factors in syllable timing in
spontaneous speech is shown in [14], semantic influence
being the most important. In [15] systematic contributions of
phonological timing and multiple layers of discourse units to
the dynamics of output speech rate are discussed.
The study examines properties of the syllable as a whole,
rather than fine control in terms of subsyllabic factors or tone,
which are not included at this stage of the research. The study
is also concerned with multiple layers, but using an inductive
method based on acoustic information from annotated syllable
time-stamps, rather than a deductive method starting with
predefined larger linguistic units.
The focus in the present contribution is on the timing of
syllables in formal speech. The Mandarin Chinese speech data
are from the read-aloud narrative genre, which is rather
formal and relevant in many application fields from language
comparison to speech synthesis. Read speech (a) can provide
a clear case of a well-defined speech style; (b) is intrinsically
more homogeneous than spontaneous speech because of the
impact of fewer discourse factors; (c) has fewer reduction
phenomena, so the smallest unit for analyzing is syllable
rather than foot; (d) is also a natural speech activity in many
practical contexts such as spontaneous or practised reading
aloud of narratives, in instructional speech and in many
speech synthesis applications (note that features of
spontaneous speech such as disfluencies are not always
excluded).

intervals [2]:
xmin = 3.4419
xmax = 3.6912
text = "bei3"
is initially converted to
[344.19, 369.12, 24.93, 'bei3']
before further processing.
III. METHOD
A. Time Group types
The analysis algorithm represents a function f : A → TG+,
i.e. a mapping from the annotation representation A to a
sequence of at least one TG. The TG output is a tuple of
MDDT, TG count, TG variation index, and a two-level subtuple, with the following structure:
<T, TGcount, TGvar, <<nPVI, int, slope> syllseq>>
Two possible Time Group types are defined as syllable
sequences which decelerate (duration increasing) or accelerate
(duration decreasing):
TGdec = syll1, ..., sylln, Δt(sylli-1, sylli) + threshold
TGacc = syll1, ..., sylln, -Δt(sylli-1, sylli) + threshold
Raw duration differences are not considered, only
differences which exceed a specifiable threshold, the MDDT.
The variable threshold is introduced in order to define and
traverse a search space for possible TGs in terms of minimum
differences between syllable durations: different MDDTs not
only handle ‘duration noise’ fluctuation, but also determine
different sizes of TG. The different TG sizes are predicted to
relate to different sizes of grammatical constituent. The
MDDT is applied locally to neighbouring syllables, and

therefore normalises for local absolute duration variability
‘noise’, so a sequence with many local decelerations may turn
out to be globally accelerating, and vice versa.
In addition to information for individual TGs, overall TG
variability in the search space for a given MDDT is
calculated, as well as mean syllable variability (here: nPVI)
over the entire set of outputs, separately for deceleration and
acceleration. The various options for measuring syllable
duration variability were mentioned previously. It is known
that empirically there are small differences with the same data
between measures such as standard deviation and the nPVI
[18], and both are used here. Syllable durations are locally
normalised with the nPVI; global z-score normalisation over
syllable types is not feasible since few syllables occur
sufficiently frequently for this to make sense; segment
durations are not considered.

The TGA system is implemented in Python as an
interactive CGI application with a web form interface. The
application takes as inputs Praat format annotations with userspecified syllable tier, and user-selected parameters including
MDDT range. The syllable tier annotation information is
extracted from the Praat TextGrid file; and Praat attributevalue notation is converted to a plain tuple format <start, end,
duration, label> for processing.
The output contains basic quantitative information about
syllables and syllable sequences, including information on
relative syllable isochrony in the entire narrative. General
properties of the syllables are given, followed by two large
tables, one for the deceleration condition and one for the
acceleration condition. Each row represents values for one
MDDT range in the representation of the tuple which was
introduced previously (cf. Fig. 2).

As already noted, metrics like standard deviation and the
nPVI do not take alternation into account and therefore do not
model rhythm. Nevertheless the measures are still valid as
measures of overall regularity. Lower values of the variability
measures mean greater relative isochrony of syllables, but
higher variability values unfortunately have no unambiguous
meaning as they can be alternating or not, and are certainly
not interpretable as a tendency to foot or stress timing: the
meaning is simply ‘less isochronous syllables’ (or whatever
unit is being measured). Larger units require independent
measurement of their alternation.
The dynamically defined TG is a potential candidate for
higher level rhythm analysis, and the status of speech as
having relative syllable timing versus TG timing is modelled
as a ratio nPVIsyll : nPVITG (cf. a related approach for Finnish
[19], but for syllable-foot relations, not syllable-TG relations).
Alternation of strong-weak sequences is given at the syllable
level as C-V alternation. Within TGs, alternation holds
between distinctly longer and shorter syllables. In TG
sequences, alternation of monotonic deceleration and
acceleration is the criterion.
B. Implementation
The TGA parsing model was implemented as a web tool
in order to make timing analysis in terms of linguistic units as
simple, efficient, accessible and collaborative as possible. The
implementation of the TGdec and TGacc definitions in a
segmentation algorithm which cycles through the specified
range of MDDTs is straightforward (ignoring minor technical
details):
initialise TG syllable list
for each Δthresh level
select {deceleration | acceleration}
for each syllable
if difference + threshold detected
add syllable to list
else
calculate diff index
emit list w Δthresh info
start new list
calculate and emit descr stats

Fig. 2. Extract from web tool TGA output (‘PU’ , is replaced by ‘TG’ in the
present study).

IV. RESULTS
MDDTs turn out to influence the number of TGs which
are parsed, i.e. identified. The relation is summarised in Fig. 3
for male speakers under deceleration and acceleration TGs.
Zero MDDT means that raw duration differences are used.
The lowest MDDTs which make a difference are around
90ms. As MDDTs are increased, fewer and larger Time
Groups are identified. From around 250ms the influence of
pauses, which are in general longer than syllables, becomes
dominant. Horizontal lines indicate MDDT ranges which
generate a given TG parse. Vertical lines indicate steps
between different TG parses.
The scale of MDDTs appears to show abrupt changes
rather than a smooth continuum: there are conspicuous steps
between certain MDDTs. These steps may tend to show a
relation of different MDDTs to different sizes of linguistic
units (see Section 5).
The relation between speakers varies from being roughly
linear to a function describing smaller changes in TG number
as MDDTs increase.

relate to fewer and fewer smaller and more and more larger
grammatical units. These results are based on the deceleration
model.
The data quantities in this investigation do not justify
more detailed quantitative evaluation, but the tendencies are
clear and motivate further work with this methodology.
A second result, based on initial results from TGs parsed
by the acceleration criterion also indicate so far that
acceleration TGs tend to be better at defining time domains of
smaller units (e.g. words with suffixes, compound words,
some phrases), while deceleration TGs with larger MDDTs
tend to be better at defining time domains of larger units
(phrases, clauses, sentences); this result is not entirely
unexpected, except that the units in the present study are not
units from a predefined prosodic hierarchy but parsed from
syllable durations annotated from the speech signal on the
basis of variable MDDTs.
TABLE I.

RELATION OF DECELERATING TGS WITH OR WITHOUT FINAL
PAUSE TO GRAMMATICAL CATEGORIES (SPEAKER JIAY, FEMALE).

Thresh
114
Fig. 3. TG:Duration difference threshold ratios, 5 male Mandarin speakers,
read-aloud narrative (note that ‘Peak Units’ is to be read as ‘TGs’ here, and
above is deceleration model, acceleration below).

V. DISCUSSION
Durations and duration differences have been investigated
in many studies. However, the grammatical relevance of
MDDTs and the TGs they determine has not been investigated
before. The prediction of a relation between MDDTs and
grammatical units is not trivial, as it is not obvious that
MDDTs may relate to grammatical units.
The relation between TGs parsed at different MDDT
levels and linguistic units, including words, phrases, clauses
and sentences, was investigated, motivated by the informal
observations about stepwise increases in threshold effects. It
is clear that, if MDDTs relate to grammatical units at all, then
smaller thresholds characterise smaller grammatical units and
larger thresholds characterise larger grammatical units, from
word size to sentence size and above. This hypothesis was
examined.
Two conditions for the definition of TGs were
distinguished: (1) TGs were defined as interpausal units, and
their deceleration properties; (2) TGs were defined by
deceleration properties only. Acceleration was not considered
in this part of the study.
The first result is that the MDDT table, Table 1, shows
three tendencies: (1) TGs as interpausal units show, as
expected, much lower error rates at every threshold level than
sequences where deceleration alone is the criterion; (2)
nevertheless, TGs based on deceleration alone provide clear
indications of timing domains for grammatical units, though
not for specific types of grammatical unit; (3) longer TGs

122-123
124-132
133-150
158
189-206
114
122-123
124-132
133-150
158
189-206

Deceleration (pause-free TGs)
Syll.
Valid
TGs
Err.
Associated language unit types
TGs
ratea
16
13
28% phrase (3), compound phrase (1),
clause (6), sentence (3)
11
11
36% phrase (2), clause (5) sentence (4)
10
10
29% phrase (2), clause (4) sentence (4)
9
9
33% phrase, clause sentence
6
6
28% phrase, clause sentence
1
1
20% sentence
Deceleration (TGs with final pause)
19
16
10% phrase (8), clause (4), sentence (3)
19
19
6% phrase (7), clause (5) sentence (3)
19
16
5% phrase (6), clause (6) sentence (3)
19
16
4% phrase (5), clause (6) sentence (4)
19
19
2% phrase (3), clause (8), sentence (5)
19
19
0% phrase (2), clause (10), sentence (6)
a.

Syllable error rate means that a TG has too many/few syllables for an exact match.

A third result is rather a spin-off of this study: the overall
nPVI for syllables in TGs for the entire narrative is low (the
range of the nPVI metric is from 0 to an asymptote of 200):
the syllable nPVI is 38 in the deceleration condition, 39 in the
acceleration condition. This compares with the average nPVI
of 42 for vocalic spans, taken from the four studies reported in
[8], though these values vary rather wildly, reflecting different
data genres more than different languages. The standard
deviation of duration differences is also small: typically about
12 for both acceleration and deceleration (durations in ms).
The results show strong relative syllable isochrony.
VI. CONCLUSION
Given a syllable segmentation, the TGA method parses
syllable sequences into Time Groups based on deceleration or
acceleration of syllable durations; when MDDTs, thresholds
of minimal difference durations, are adjusted, different
thresholds produce TGs of different lengths which tend to
relate to grammatical units of different sizes. Applications are

envisaged in the evaluation of L2 speaking proficiency and in
natural speech synthesis.
In contrast to previous studies, the results show that not
only interpausal unit TGs function in this way but also TGs
parsed independently of units on the prosodic hierarchy,
according to deceleration and acceleration in timing patterns.
Whether the deceleration and acceleration relations have any
general functional or typological linguistic significance
beyond the present Mandarin data remains to be seen in future
studies of TG hierarchies.
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